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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM
This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:
• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.
• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.
• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.
• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.

WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM
For Additional Registrations:
-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)
For Assistance During the Live Program:
-On the web, use the chat box at the bottom left of the screen
If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

Tips for Optimal Quality
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Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.
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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.

Expanding State Tax Duties

Sales and Income Tax, Navigating New State Compliance
Challenges

Presented by Judy Vorndran, J.D., CPA, and
Stacey Roberts, CPA

Presented by
•

Marrying tax and law exclusively in State and Local Tax
(SALT) for 25+ years

•

Helped more than 1,000 taxpayers figure out who they are,
where they are and how best to comply with tax duties

•

Leads the SALT practice at TaxOps, helping clients navigate
the morass of issues to make it less taxing

•

3-year appointment to Colorado’s legislative Sales and Use
Task Force to help simplify its complex sales tax system

•

Dual-licensed attorney and CPA, Judy is also president of the
Colorado Chapter of the American Academy of AttorneyCPAs

•

Nationally recognized thought leader and award-winning
instructor

•

Successfully changing laws in states and local jurisdictions
promoting simplicity

Judy Vorndran, CPA,
Esq.
720-227-0093
jvorndran@taxops.com
TaxOps
304 Inverness Way South
Englewood, CO 80112
TaxOps.com
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Presented by
• Specializing in designing tax strategies and solutions
that improve business tax outcomes
• 20+ years of public and private sector accounting
experience, both practical and in management, she’s
gained the essential business acumen necessary to be a
key advisor to clients

Stacey Roberts, CPA
303-393-2318
sroberts@taxops.com
TaxOps.com

• Managing all compliance issues related to state
income/franchise, SALT, real and personal property
and unclaimed property taxes for flow through entities
and C corporations; identifying planning opportunities
and state and local credits and incentives; and,
mitigating state and local tax controversy issues
• Frequent speaker and instructor on SALT issues for
industry and professional organizations including the
Denver Tax Institute, Product PowerUp, NowCFO and
more
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State Tax Compliance
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Covering COVID-19 Shortfalls
State-by-State
• 2020-2021
revenue declines
• Worst hit states:
CA, CO, NM &
WY
• To track:
National
Conference State
Legislatures
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Expanding Tax Duties
State Tax Updates

• What we can expect?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Broadening the tax base
Tax exemptions
Aggressive enforcement
"One sale" de minimis
Remote signatures
Flow-through state audits
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1. Broadening the Tax Base
6 Predictions

• Tax Foundation COVID affects almost every meaningful
source of state revenue
• Sales tax revenue- hit by social distancing, shelter-in-place,
and mandatory closure orders-think retail, restaurants,
lodging, travel – large sales tax revenue generators
• Consumption expected to return to pre-COVID levels,
allowing sales tax to climb more quickly than changes in
income tax revenue thus, making sales tax of significant
revenue raising interest
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1. Broadening the Tax Base
6 Predictions

• Expanding- sales tax base
• Sales tax initially on tangible personal property – ie "things"
• Evolved to services (shipping & handling)
• Telecom
• Services
• Now digital goods, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, gig economy
• Automation becoming "essential"
• 13,000 taxing jurisdictions, multitude of rates/rules, complicated
nuances
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2. Tax Exemptions
6 Predictions

• PPE exemptions
• Grocery exemptions
• Tax policy = additional tax complexity
• Increased scrutiny on documentation-more registrants, more
states, more paperwork
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3. Aggressive Enforcement
6 Predictions

• Tax enforcement cycles driven by money
• Pre-COVID-19 = Wayfair
• Post-COVID-19 = state deficits
•
•
•
•

Nexus questionnaires
Audits
Wayfair enforcement
Amnesty programs
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4. “One sale” De Minimis
6 Predictions

• Kansas enforces a zero Wayfair economic nexus threshold
• What should taxpayers do?
• Can this rule continue to stand up in a lack of deference to
the Wayfair case?
• Did Kansas overstep its authority, and is its Wayfair rule enforceable?
• If Kansas is successful in gaining more taxpayers with this “one sale”
approach, expect other states to follow suit

• Home Rule cities – Colorado has cities attempting to
enforce Wayfair laws-even though likely unconstitutional
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5. Remote Signatures
6 Predictions

• “Wet” signatures versus scanned/remote signatures
• Required in New Jersey and New York
• What about notarized documents?

• Know the requirements of each state and stay on the right side of the
law
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6. Flow-through State Audits
6 Predictions

• Partnership audits are coming on the federal level, with the
IRS expected to begin conducting audits using a new
partnership audit regime in 2020
• States will follow
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Streamlining
Sales Tax Efforts
Banking the cannabis industry
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Streamlined Sales Tax (SST)
State Tax Updates

• First sales tax enacted in 1922 in West
Virginia
• 45 states + DC impose a sales tax
• NOMAD = New Hampshire, Oregon,
Montana, Alaska, and Delaware do not
impose a state level sales tax
• SST began in 2000
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Streamlined Sales Tax (SST)
State Tax Updates

• Standardized definitions, characterization, and tax treatment of goods
and services
• SST member states not required to define digital products in its tax
statutes, free to exclude or exempt certain or all digital products from
taxation
• 24 states have adopted simplification measures in the agreement
• Notably missing from SST member rolls are the larger states—
California, Florida, Illinois, New York, and Texas-representing almost
50% of US population
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Multistate Tax Commission Uniformity Committee (MTC)
State Tax Updates

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quasi-governmental entity
Any state can participate
Any state can vote as part of the work group and committee
New projects are taken up by consensus
Meetings/calls are public and public participation is welcomed
Priority is given to
• Multistate business taxes
• Where states can potentially achieve uniformity
• Where there is support from the public

• Major MTC models
• Allocation and apportionment, Factor presence nexus standard for business activity
taxes, Sales and use tax nexus, Market Sourcing, Nexus program
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Alaska
Single Registration and Remittance Portal
• No statewide sales tax
• However, locals have sales taxes
• Intergovernmental agreement finalized October 11, 2019
• Establishes Alaska Remote Sellers Sales Tax Commission Alaska Remote Seller Sales
Tax Commission - govern streamlined, single-level administration of sales tax collection
and remittance in the state
• On January 6, 2020- Commission passed a Remote Seller Sales Tax
Code enabling cities and boroughs to implement remote sales tax collection
through a “centralized administration of sales tax collection, remittance, and enforcement
on sales made by remote sellers”
• To date, 17 local jurisdictions have adopted the agreement and rolled out remote sales
taxes-total jurisdictions @157
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Alaska
Single Registration and Remittance Portal
• Collection began according to effective date of member municipalities. Out-of-state
sellers that exceed state wide (not just city) economic nexus thresholds ($100,000 in
sales/ 200 transactions or 100 required to register and start collecting sales tax within 30
days of the implementation dates
• Jurisdictions have come together to provide single, statewide administrative system for
vendors to register and remit
• Using the Alaska Remote Sellers Sales Tax Commission Portal, remote sellers register
once and remit sales taxes for all cities and boroughs through a single portal
• Question what if you are late to an implementation date? Risk to business?
• Eliminates the need, as seen in other states, to register and pay city by city and removes a
serious compliance burden
• Something Colorado is working on, Alabama and Louisiana have yet to do and Arizona
has mostly figured it out
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Colorado
Single Remittance Portal
• Colorado only non-participating state in SST - actively pursuing its own streamlined sales tax
initiative – SUTS system
• CO has 72 home rules cities, approx 683 statutory jurisdictions managed by the state
• CA has @256 local jurisdictions that are state collected, TX @1,713 – also state collected
• MO can't enact Wayfair because over 2,000 local jurisdictions with varying rules
• Efforts to reform - promoted by two key groups: Legislative Sales & Use Tax Simplification Task
Force (task force) and the Simplify Colorado Sales Tax Coalition (coalition)
• Grass roots effort to reform legislation active for past 4 years
• Have created a portal to facilitate centralized licensing and collection.
• By 2021 expect universal enforcement
• Task force efforts to get a state remittance portal for online businesses to easily collect and remit
the exact amount of tax to the state is expected to go live as early as June 2020
• Read more at: Briefing on Sales and use Tax Reform in Colorado
• Extended task force for 6 years
• Demonstrations of system available
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Compliance Best Practices
Streamlining for Taxpayers and Tax Professionals

• Sales tax is not a set it and forget it process — understand
your business nuances, nexus, and customer uses to get sales
tax right
• Think about why you are filing in some states and not
others, and where you may have fallen behind
• Clients should work with their tax practitioners to firm up a tax
plan to reduce their chances of getting caught in the crosshairs of
heightened post-coronavirus enforcement
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Compliance Best Practices
Streamlining for Taxpayers and Tax Professionals

• Avoid the Traps
• Registering for Sales and Use Taxes triggers income and other tax
implications
• Think about voluntary disclosure before registering for sales taxes
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Retroactive Tax
Collection on Outof-state Sellers
Banking the cannabis industry
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers
• Remote sellers that did not collect sales tax can be held responsible for payments
due from nexus-creating activities that, in some cases, predate the U.S. Supreme
Court decision in South Dakota vs. Wayfair
• States have different periods for measuring economic nexus, some based on the
calendar year and others on a statutory or administrative set of dates
• Remote seller can be held accountable for sales tax in any one jurisdiction based on
three separate dates

Enactment Dates
May or may not have been
included in pre-Wayfair state
laws enacting economic
nexus

Effective Dates
Several early adoption states,
such as New York, held off
enforcing their law until
Wayfair was decided

Enforcement Dates
Can be set and are subject to
change on the whim of state
administrators when they are
not statutorily defined
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers

• Business taxpayers and providers have struggled to track
and choose the right date for measuring and quantifying
economic nexus in each jurisdiction
• Many of those that chose wrong, registered late, or haven’t
registered at all, are now receiving notices from states that
are catching up on enforcement from as far back as 2018
• Delayed due to COVID
• Lots of money at stake in retroactive tax collections
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers

• States using variety of enactment, effective, and
enforcement dates to find late registrants and compute
potential delinquencies
• Late registrations risk states sending notice or request for
information, creating assessments or,
requesting explanations
•California, South Carolina and Louisiana are separately seeking
taxes as far back as five years
•South Carolina is targeting Amazon’s third-party remote sellers,
and Louisiana is doing the same with Walmart
• Legal challenges underway in both southern states-these take time
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers

Maine case study
• To spot later-filers, Maine compares newer sales tax registrants after
July 1, 2018
• State sending new registrants notices asking why not registered July
1, 2018
• Maine has law in their favor, taxpayers beware
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers

Pain points
• Nexus issues, late registrants likely to see notices – no statute of
limitations
• Statutes of limitations do not run until 3-to-8 years post registration
and remittance, states have years to catch up on enforcement
• States can easily identify new registrants based on a quick query of
filings that compare effective dates to date on registrations
• States can match up sales tax registrations to income tax filings, or
lack thereof
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers

Best Practices
• Onus always on taxpayers to know the sales tax laws
• Nexus is taxpayers duty
• Voluntary system
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers

Options for late filers
• Late registration notices began rolling in end of 2019 - tapered off by
COVID-19
• Sellers should collect sales taxes once they have hit relevant physical
and economic nexus thresholds
• Advisors – think about states where clients may have filed late
registrations look at effective, enactment, and enforcement dates to
determine risk/exposure
• Taxpayers who did not collect on the hook for tax, interest and
penalties, no limit on lookback unless remediated-I.e., VDA, Amnesty
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Retroactive Tax Collections
Remote Sellers

Unregistered taxpayers able to negotiate settlements and enter into
Voluntary Disclosure Agreements (VDA) vs registered taxpayers
• Automation has changed substantially in last 40+ years
• VDA vs Amnesty
• VDA’s-legal agreement-binding on both the taxpayer
and governments
• File late, no agreement
• Amnesty – legislatively enacted
• File late if minimal tax owed – best to register with correct date
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Marketplace
Facilitator
Liability
Banking the cannabis industry
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Marketplace Facilitator Liability
Updates

• 30+ states and DC require marketplace providers to collect
sales tax on behalf of sellers who use their marketplace
• Aimed at large marketplaces -Amazon, eBay, and Etsy, but
many companies are considered marketplaces by law
• Important to understand differences in state definition of a
marketplace
• Marketplace sales still count for income tax apportionment!
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Marketplace Facilitator Liability
Updates

• New Marketplace Facilitator Laws
• Louisiana (July 1, 2020)
• Mississippi (July 1, 2020)
• Tennessee (Oct. 1, 2020)

• Marketplace Litigation
• Amazon Services LLC v. South Carolina Department of Revenue
on appeal with South Carolina Court of Appeals
• Briefs filed in June
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Marketplace Facilitator Liability
Pitfalls

• Both marketplace sellers and facilitators may have economic
nexus if they exceed the sales and/or transaction thresholdssimilar to Wayfair thresholds
• Most states include all gross sales made through marketplaces in
calculating thresholds
• Significant costs for remote sellers and marketplace facilitators
due to the numerous and ever-changing rules, particularly in
determining whether and when they have a tax responsibility to
collect and remit sales tax in each state
• For in-state businesses with physical presence in a state-have to
register-Wayfair is moot
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Home Rule
Banking the cannabis industry
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Home Rule Jurisdictions
Updates

• Home rule cities, counties and other local governments collect and
administer sales and use tax independently from the state
• Set sales and use tax rates and taxability rules within defined
geographic locations
• Nexus in one of these home rule jurisdictions may create another layer
of tax compliance to contend with
• Alabama
• Alaska (no state sales tax)
• Arizona
• Colorado
• Louisiana
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Home Rule Jurisdictions
Updates

• Out-of-state sellers determine when sales tax must be collected and
what rate applies, and what government payments must be remitted
and to whom
• Local jurisdictions in home rule states can make separate
determinations about what’s taxable, making a product or service
taxable in one part of a state and exempt in another
• Tracking these various layers of taxation is inordinately time-intensive
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Home Rule Jurisdictions
Simplification
 Alabama. Alabama has established a Simplified Sellers Use Tax (SSUT) program
with a flat 8% SSUT on all sales shipped into the state, regardless of the destination
of the sale.
 Alaska. Working toward a single-level, statewide administration of online sales tax
collection and administration.
 Arizona. State and local transaction privilege taxes (TPT) are submitted through
the Arizona Department of Revenue, simplifying sales tax compliance for remote
sellers when economic nexus law is enacted October 1, 2019. Licensure is still
separately administered.
 Colorado. 71 home rule municipalities determining local sales and use tax,
including sales taxes on items that are exempt from state sales tax. A legislative tax
task force continues to work on state-centralized collections and other
simplification tracks but Colorado lags other home rule states in simplification
efforts.
 Louisiana. Moving toward a single, state-level tax administrator for remote sale
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Wayfair Impact on
Income and Other
Taxes
Banking the cannabis industry
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Wayfair Impact
State Income Tax Standards
•

Economic presence only enters the analysis when the vendor has no physical presence in
a state

•

Physical presence nexus still exists—thus - nexus pre Wayfair from:
• Traveling employee visits a state
• Remote workforce
• Third party visits – agency
• Affiliates – unitary/combined
• Warranties/services

•

If you relied upon Quill/physical presence for a non-filing position, time to reevaluate

•

Factor presence thresholds existed pre-Wayfair for income taxes in 10 states – list is
getting longer

•

Many states impose economic nexus for income tax

•

Registering for Sales and Use Taxes triggers income and other tax implications

•

Several states have non income-based taxes: NV, OH, OR –CAT, WA & TX
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Wayfair Impact
State Income Tax Standards

• PL 86-272 prevents state from imposing income tax in certain limited
situations
• Reduces income tax burden of multistate operations
• Solely for business that sell tangible personal property – not services
• Acceptable PL 86-272 solicitation activities are limited
•
•
•

Does not apply to service-based businesses
Does not apply to franchise/net worth-based taxes, transaction taxes (sales/use)
Might require return to assert position
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Wayfair Impact
State Income Tax Standards

Business can still be subject to minimum taxes or alternative base
taxes, which when added up, can be significant
•

Alabama’s “business privilege tax” (min. $100, max. $15,000)

•

California $800 fixed minimum tax

•

California LLC fees (min. $0, max $11,790)

•

Georgia imposes an annual net worth tax ($10 --$5,000)

•

Massachusetts imposes an excise base tax

•

New Hampshire imposes a business enterprise tax

•

New Jersey fixed dollar minimum ($500 to $2,000) but see Sanislaws Food Product Case (6/28/19) — alternative
tax pre-engaged on PL 86-272

•

Nevada Commerce Tax

•

North Carolina's “franchise tax”

•

Ohio Commercial Activities Tax

•

Oregon Corporate Activities Tax

•

Texas Margin Tax

•

Washington Business & Occupation Tax
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More Resources
Banking the cannabis industry
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Visit TaxOps.com for tax business
consulting, compliance and
advocacy

Visit SALTovation.com for strategies and tools for
SALT compliance
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Resources
•

Taxfoundation.org

•

All Big Four (Deloitte, Ernst & Young, KPMG, & PwC) have SALT blogs and webinars – same with Grant
Thornton, RSM etc

•

Institute for Professionals in Taxation (IPT) – Income/Sales Use and Property tax specialists – nationwide
organization – JOIN at $350 per year for sales tax practitioner

•

Coalition to Simplify Colorado Sales Tax

•

Law firms: Eversheds Sutherland , Morrison Forrester, McDermott Will and Emery

•

Sales tax software providers: Avalara, Quaderno, TaxCloud, TaxJar, Taxify, Thomson Reuters, Sovos

•

Sales Tax Institute for more sales tax specific training

•

Subscribe to blogs!

•

Subscribe to TaxOps newsletters at TaxOps.com/subscribe
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Let’s stay connected
Judy Vorndran, Esq., CPA
jvorndran@taxops.com
720.837.8939
Stacey Roberts, CPA
sroberts@taxops.com
303.393.2318
TaxOps.com │SALTovation.com
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